Pediatric
Dentistry
Prevention by Design
BY DARYLE
BAYLESS

MANY PEOPLE remember

their first trip to the
dentist as a trip of fear
and dread. That first experience often
sets the tone for our relationship with
the dentist for the rest of our lives. At
Huntington Pediatric Dentistry and
Orthodontics, doctors Patrick Martin,
Nathan Kirk, II and Shane Holmes are
trying to do things a bit differently to
make that experience more positive for
children and their parents.
“Dental cavities are the leading childhood
disease,” says Martin. “One in every four
children between the ages of 2 and 5 has
cavities. With an early start to preventive
oral health care and regular visits to a
dentist, this disease can be completely
preventable.” According to a report released
by the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention, the occurrence of cavities for
this age group is on the rise and in many
cases the problem goes untreated.
The ADA recommends that a dentist
examine a child within six months after
the first tooth comes in and no later
than the first birthday. This gives the
dentist a chance to check for proper oral
development, see if the teeth are growing
in properly and detect early tooth decay.
“Oral conditions such as cavities can
interfere with eating and adequate
nutritional intake. Severe decay can even

affect the growth and development of
children. Early loss of baby teeth can
have a negative impact on speech. If left
untreated, cavities in baby teeth can cause
pain, swelling, infection and damage to the
permanent teeth,” says Martin. “With an
early start to preventive oral health care
and regular visits to a dentist, this disease
can be completely preventable.”
When Martin and Kirk, who had worked
together for eight years in Teays Valley,
WV, decided to build a new pediatric
office, they approached Holmes about a
joint office to combine orthodontics into
the fold. “He was very excited about the
idea since it would allow for our patients
to have comprehensive care out of one
office. We work really closely together
and bounce ideas off of each other all the
time, so it was a perfect fit,” says Martin.
“Some of the biggest advantages
to having orthodontics and pediatric
dentistry under the same roof involve
communication between me and the
primary provider and early diagnosis of
problems,” says Holmes. “One reason for
going into this together is because of the
common bond we share and the integrity
with which we approach our work; to do
what is best for the kids.”
Orthodontic treatment is used to correct
a condition known as a malocclusion,
which involves teeth that are crooked
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or crowded. In some cases it causes a
person to have an uneven bite, which
causes wear on the teeth and can make the
teeth hard to clean. “One of the biggest
advantages of orthodontic care is to help
build confidence and self-esteem in young
adults and adults. It also promotes good
oral health,” says Holmes.
“If kids start early with a pediatric
dentist, they will generally learn to trust

the dentist and really enjoy their visits.
Pediatric dentists will introduce dentistry
to the child in a very non-threatening way,
gain their trust and establish great rapport
with the child,” says Martin. There are
many features incorporated into this new
office that makes it very different from
what one would expect. “We all worked
together to come up with this concept. We
wanted to build a pediatric dental office

that was unlike anything West Virginia
has ever seen,” continues Martin.
The team selected Silling Associates, Inc.
to handle the architecture. “We had a vision
for this office, but we needed to put it into a
design. We choose Silling Associates because
of their impeccable reputation,” says Martin.
“After the first meeting with Silling, it was
clear that they really understood our vision.
They had a thousand ideas that just made
the project even better.”
“Having children look forward to going
to the dentist is hard to pull off,” says
Jody Driggs, lead architect on the project.
“With conventional dentist offices, there is
separation anxiety. We wanted the family
to be able to come back with the patient
and have a place for their brother and
sister to play while they wait.” According
to Driggs this office was very much a team
effort, from Studio Y Creations, who
handled the 3D characters, Imagination
Dental Solutions, who helped design the
theming elements, Pray Construction, who
coordinated the effort and Benco and Boyd,
both of which provided dental chairs and
equipment to match the uncommon color
scheme. Most of the credit, he adds, goes
to the doctors, whose unique vision drove
this concept.

The office is easy to find because of the
large white water raft full of animals on
the exterior, which often attracts travelers
passing by on Interstate 64 to stop and ask
questions. The office features treatment
rooms that are themed and decorated to
be just as much fun as the waiting room.
“Animals are everywhere, even sticking their
heads out of the ceiling tiles and walls. There
are televisions in the ceiling above every chair
so that children can focus on cartoons rather
than the dentistry,” says Martin.
Many of the patients followed them
from the Teays Valley office, adding to
those attracted by the new location. “The
response has been amazing. It has been
overwhelmingly positive; better than we
ever anticipated,” says Martin. “Kids soon
realize that this is no ordinary office; in
fact, it is designed specifically for them.
There are video games at every turn, a
slide and touch screen games.”
The children who come to this new
office for care, as well as their parents,
can be much more satisfied with a pleasant
and fun-filled dental visit, but for the
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doctors and staff, the satisfaction runs even
deeper. “The philosophy of this elaborate
office reflects the measures that were
taken for ultimate patient care; combining
our resources to create a much better
experience for the kids,” says Holmes.

“Being natives of West Virginia, we are
very proud that we can provide care and
a facility here that challenges what is
available anywhere in the country.” 
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